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2rather model-dependent, with the optimal m
B
1 ranging
from several hundred GeV to a few TeV, depending sensi-
tively on the KK spectrum. Here we study the prospects




as a free parameter in the appropriate range.
We rst consider the direct detection of B
1
dark mat-
ter. Dark matter particles are currently non-relativistic,
with velocity v  10
 3
. For weak-scale dark matter, the
recoil energy from scattering o nuclei is  0:1 MeV, and
far less for scattering o electrons. We therefore consider
elastic scattering o nucleons and nuclei.
At the quark level, B
1
scattering takes place through









































































































































































































































































































The interactions divide into spin-dependent and spin-
independent parts [8]. Higgs exchange contributes to
scalar couplings, while q
1
exchange contributes to both.
Note that the two contributions to scalar interactions
interfere constructively; barring extremely heavy KK
masses, there is an inescapable lower bound on both spin-
dependent and scalar cross sections.












are spin operators. We must evaluate this matrix
element between nucleon or nucleus bound states. By the









is the nucleon or nuclear spin operator. The





















is given by hp; njS

q







fraction of the nucleon spin carried by quark q. A re-




























is the fraction of the total
nuclear spin J
N
that is carried by the spin of protons



























and h i denotes an


















































are given in Eqs. (5) and (8).















































and similarly for f
n






















= 0:1180:062 [10]. E
q
of Eq. (6) is the energy
of a bound quark and is rather ill-dened. In evaluating





. We also neglect couplings to gluons mediated
by heavy quark loops; a detailed loop-level analysis along
the lines of Refs. [11, 12] for neutralinos is in progress [13].
Given the constructive interference noted above, these
contributions can only increase the cross section.
We present both spin-independent and spin-dependent
cross sections in Fig. 1. We assume that all rst level




sections are given; neutron cross sections are similar
for spin-dependent interactions and almost identical for
















when scattering takes place near
an s-channel pole. Such degeneracy is unmotivated in
general, but is natural for UED models, where all KK
particles are highly degenerate at tree-level.
Projected sensitivities of near future experiments are
also shown in Fig. 1. For scattering o individual nu-
cleons, scalar cross sections are suppressed relative to





. However, this eect
3FIG. 1: Predicted spin-dependent proton cross sections (dark-
shaded, blue), along with the projected sensitivity of a 100
kg NAIAD array [14]; and predicted spin-independent pro-
ton cross sections (light-shaded, red), along with the current
EDELWEISS sensitivity [15], and projected sensitivities of
CDMS [16], GENIUS [17], and CRESST [18]. (The CRESST
projection is long-term and conditional upon increased expo-
sure and improved background rejection.) The predictions are
for m
h










with contours for specic intermediate r labeled.
is compensated in large nuclei where spin-independent
rates are enhanced by  A
2
. In the case of bosonic KK
dark matter, the latter eect dominates, and the spin-
independent experiments have the best prospects for de-
tection, with sensitivity to m
B
1
far above current limits.
Dark matter may also be detected when it annihilates
in the galactic halo, leading to positron excesses in space-






























; E) ; (12)
where  is the local dark matter mass density, the sum






branching fraction in channel i. The initial positron en-
ergy distribution is given by f(E
0
), and the Green func-
tion G(E
0
; E) propagates positrons in the galaxy.
Several channels contribute to the positron ux. Here










to muons, taus and heavy quarks also yield positrons
through cascade decays, but with relatively soft and
smeared spectra.) In this case, the source is monoen-











































FIG. 2: Predicted positron signals (dark shaded) above back-











= 100, 500, 750, and 1000 GeV.




























and the reduced Green function g is as in Ref. [20].
Positron spectra and an estimated background (model







is spectacular | while propagation broad-
ens the spectrum, the mono-energetic source remains ev-
ident. This feature is extremely valuable, as the back-




also enhances detectability since
the background drops rapidly with energy. Both of these
virtues are absent for neutralinos, where Majorana-ness
implies helicity-suppressed annihilation amplitudes, and
positrons are produced only in cascades, leading to soft,
smooth spectra [21]. A peak in the e
+
spectrum will not
only be a smoking gun for B
1
dark matter, it will also
exclude neutralinos as the source.
Of the many positron experiments, the most promis-
ing is AMS [22], the anti-matter detector to be placed
on the International Space Station. AMS will distin-
guish positrons from electrons even at 1 TeV energies [23].
With aperture 6500 cm
2
sr and a runtime of 3 years, AMS
will detect  1000 positrons with energy above 500 GeV,
and may detect a positron peak from B
1
dark matter.
Photons from dark matter annihilation in the center of





!  is loop-suppressed, and so we consider
continuum photon signals. The integrated photon ux











































4FIG. 3: Integrated photon ux as a function ofm
B
1 for energy
thresholds of 1 and 50 GeV. Projected sensitivities for GLAST
and MAGIC are also shown.
where the sum is over all quark pair annihilation channels




the dierential gamma ray multiplicity for channel qq.
The hardest spectra result from fragmentation of light
quarks [24], and so the lack of chirality suppression again
gives a relative enhancement over neutralinos. 
 is
the solid angle of the eld of view of a given telescope,
and

J is a measure of the cuspiness of the galactic halo
density prole. There is a great deal of uncertainty in







and a moderate value of

J = 500.
Integrated photon uxes are given in Fig. 3 for two
representative E
th
: 1 GeV, accessible to space-based de-
tectors, and 50 GeV, characteristic of ground-based tele-
scopes. Estimated sensitivities for two of the more
promising experiments, GLAST [25] and MAGIC [26],






600 GeV. Note that these signals
may be greatly enhanced for clumpy halos with large

J .
Finally, high-energy neutrinos from annihilating dark
matter trapped in the core of the Sun or the Earth,
can be detected through their charged-current conver-
sion to muons. Unlike the case in supersymmetry, B
1
s
can annihilate directly to neutrinos, with branching ra-
tio  1:2%. Secondary neutrinos may also result from
nal states with heavy quarks, charged leptons, or Higgs
bosons. Considering primary neutrinos and those from
tau decays from the Sun (which is typically full, with cap-
ture and annihilation in equilibrium), we nd that, for
r = 0:5 (0:02), next generation neutrino telescopes like








= 400 GeV (1400 GeV) [13].
In conclusion, we nd excellent prospects for KK dark
matter detection. The elastic scattering cross sections
are enhanced near s-channel KK resonances, providing
good chances for direct detection. In addition, indirect
detection is typically much more promising than in su-
persymmetry for three reasons. First, there is no helic-
ity suppression for the annihilation of bosonic KK dark
matter into fermion pairs. Second, the preferred B
1
mass range is higher than in supersymmetry, leading
to harder positron, photon, and neutrino spectra, with
better signal-to-background ratio. And third, B
1
anni-
hilation produces primary positrons and neutrinos with
distinctive energy spectrum shapes, again facilitating ob-
servation above background. Kaluza-Klein gauge bosons
therefore provide a promising and qualitatively new pos-
sibility for dark matter and dark matter searches.
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